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Digestive landscape

My project proposal is entitled Digestive Landscape and its emphasis is to create a 
series of sculptures that are created with motors, sensors and digital fabrication 
methods at human scale. The project discusses issues of the present and future 
regarding robotic technology and new media practices that includes issues in the 
global economy and our relationship to the environment. My plan is to implement 
creative and sustainable strategies in sculpture and community interaction through 
sculpture, video and performance art to discuss issues in changes in our earths 
system, looking at both ecology, sustainability and energy resources.  



Digestive Landscape prototype
■ This video is a major core 

component in the project 
describing digestion as gas in 
humans and pollution in the 
earths atmosphere. This
simulation visually articulates  
changes in our earths 
atmosphere. This sculpture 
was created by upcycling 
recycled materials, 3D prints 
and a fog machine. My desire 
is to develop new ways to 
capture the essence of 
pollution by building my own 
machines, using sensors for 
interactive reactions and 
incorporating other organic 
matter that co-exits as robot 
and biological forms. 



Digestive Landscape Video simulation 



Sustainability 

■ In the past my work has dealt with sustainability that has involved agricultural 
changes through human and animal productivity. One recent project entitled 
Sustainable Lifeguard Chair chicken Coop discusses the ideas of humans living with 
animals in architectural spaces. There are some overlapping themes that I will 
incorporate regarding the role of society, space and the global economy. The idea of 
the lifeguard is a metaphor for destruction and surveillance. Thus, my proposal
suggests the instability of the planet and space and that when the the environment 
is no longer stable, the global economy takes over.



Sustainable Lifeguard Chair Chicken Coop, Installation Variable Public Artwork, Side View, 20’ x 8’ x 7’, Mixed media wood, metal, solar lights, Houston, TX, 2019



Sustainable Lifeguard Chair Chicken Coop, Installation Variable Public Artwork, Inside View, 20’ x 8’ x 7’, Mixed media wood, metal, solar lights, Houston, TX, 2019



Digestive landscape hand sculpture
This simulation 
describes the instability 
of environmental 
agencies .The motor 
inside continuously 
rotates as the plastic 
hands silicone rubber 
revolves in circular 
motion that create 
drawings in the sand. 
This work illustrates 
technology interacting 
with natural materials 
in which become the 
robot. My intention is to 
create sensors so that 
it involves viewer 
interaction. 



Digestive hand sculpture prototype video



New Media

■ Robotics to me includes video and audio components in which I want to further 
investigate through the Robotic residency using live simulation cameras and 
programs such as touch-designer to simulate “space” and organic matter in the 
devices I am creating. 



Uncover the Moon, wood, upcycled objects, video monitor, scanograms, 60” x 24” x40” 2021 



Wagon Train, bronze casting, plaster casting, wood, CNC routed shpaes, 3D print, video monitors, 35” x 24” x20” 2021 



Video simulation recording movement
■ In this simulation, I am recording a performance crawling on the ground and running 

it through a program in which abstract the image. This idea also discusses ideas
about changes in earth systems but becomes a more complex-multidimensional 
form. 



Render from video performance simulation 



The Nomanaut

■ The Nomanaut is a short video of how I derived of this new idea and shows how 
performance and digital technology interact together the environment. For the 
Robotic Residency, my series of sculptures will include video components that take 
on human and futuristic like robotic characteristics. The sculptures are to be 
figurative and hold a certain kind of narrative within them as we experience changes 
in ourselves, our environment and in architecture, both landscape and urban. Thank 
You! 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvZ4Ul
5-0ws&feature=youtu.be

The Nomanaut,video/time-based and interactive media, 2021

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvZ4Ul5-0ws&feature=youtu.be

